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ABSTRACT
Although undergraduate enrollment in Computer Science has remained strong and seen substantial increases in the past decade, retention of majors remains a significant concern, particularly for students at the freshman and sophomore level that are tackling foundational courses on algorithms and data structures. In this work, we present BRIDGES, a software infrastructure designed to enable the creation of more engaging assignments in introductory data structures courses by providing students with a simplified API that allows them to populate their own data structure implementations with live, real-world, and interesting data sets, such as those from popular social networks (e.g., Twitter, Facebook). BRIDGES also provides the ability for students to create and explore visualizations of the execution of the data structures that they construct in their course assignments, which can promote better understanding of the data structure and its underlying algorithms; these visualizations can be easily shared via a weblink with peers, family, and instructional staff. In this paper, we present the BRIDGES system, its design, architecture and its use in our data structures course over two semesters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, enrollment in computer science undergraduate degree programs has been increasing at rates ranging from 6-11% [9]. Despite this increase, retention of CS majors remains a critical concern, especially at the freshmen/sophomore levels, with attrition rates of up to 66% [8]. While the factors that motivate changing majors are many and varied [8], strategies to increase retention are crucial to meet the national needs for graduates that can contribute to a robust and innovative twenty-first century workforce.

Demonstrating a connection between computing and the real world has the potential to increase students’ motivation and interest in computing; grounding teaching in familiar, concrete, and relevant examples has been shown to improve learning [4] and has a positive effect on the retention of computing majors, particularly for women students [7]. In practice, however, there is little support for educators who want to incorporate this kind of approach into introductory computer science courses; for most students in introductory computer science courses, there remains a disconnect between the students’ own everyday experiences with existing information systems that address real-world problems and the toy examples with small, uninteresting, synthetic data sets they encounter in course assignments that are used to teach students how data structures and algorithms work.

In this paper, we introduce the BRIDGES (Bridging Real-world Infrastructure Designed to Goal-align, Engage, and Stimulate) system, which (1) facilitates student access to live, real-world data sets for use in traditional data structures programming assignments and (2) makes it possible for students to view and verify (debug) their own implementations of data structures, by providing visualization capabilities. The goal is to increase the engagement of students enrolled in data structures courses in an effort to improve retention of students in the computer science major. We present the architecture of BRIDGES and sample projects that can be enabled through the use of BRIDGES in a data structures and algorithms course. We describe a study of the application of BRIDGES in two semesters of a sophomore-level course; results show that the majority of students indicate that the BRIDGES-enabled assignments are relevant to career goals and increased their interest in computing.
2. THE BRIDGES SYSTEM

As illustrated in Fig. 1 the BRIDGES system is based on a client-server model; the client consists of the needed infrastructure for students to implement all of the basic data structures (currently Java and C++ APIs are supported). At any point, a representation of the constructed data structure can be generated and transmitted to the BRIDGES server to generate a visualization. The visualization will be displayed on a specific web link provided to the user. The BRIDGES server provides needed interfaces to data sources that make it easy for the user to make data requests. The acquired data (to be used by the user as part of course projects) is also cached on a Mongo database. Finally the server maintains a gallery of projects created by the user that can be shared. The visualization will appear on the specified web page with some capabilities for interactive manipulation. All projects are held in a database and the client will have access to an interactive gallery under their BRIDGES account.

2.1 An Example BRIDGES Program

We begin with an example template of what a BRIDGES program would look like. Fig. 2 shows the main calls made from an example program and consists of the following steps. The Bridges class encapsulates the details of the communication between the client and the server and uses additional helper classes in its implementation.

- **Initialization.** This step creates a BRIDGES class and takes several parameters, including an assignment number, a user id (generated by the user when he/she creates a BRIDGES account) and the corresponding user name. These parameters are used in forming a custom web link for the user’s data structure.

- **Data Structure Construction.** In this step, the user constructs and manipulates any of the BRIDGES supported data structures using the BRIDGES client classes (see Section 2.2.1).

2.2 BRIDGES Design

2.2.1 BRIDGES Client

The BRIDGES client consists of a minimal set of building blocks that are needed by students in a typical sophomore level course on data structures: array, list, tree structures, graph. The class structure is illustrated in Fig. 3, roughly follows the description and implementation of Shaffer[16, 15] contains the following components:

- **Element.** This is the foundational class in BRIDGES. Arrays, lists, trees and graph nodes are constructed using this element. Elements have a unique id, a label (used in the visualization), and visual properties (size, shape, opacity, color). Elements can also be related to another element via a link, as would be needed for trees, linked lists and graphs. Links have attributes: color, thickness, and opacity. Elements are declared with a generic parameter, that can be used to hold application specific data (Tweet, actor, movie, etc)
Derived from Element, **DLElement** represents preceding elements, via a doubly linked element and has links to previous and succeeding elements, via pointers.

Derived from Element, **TreeElement** is a binary tree node, with links to its two children, via left and right pointers.

Derived from Element, **TreeElement** is a binary tree node, with links to its two children, via `prev` and `next` pointers.

Derived from TreeElement, augments the basic data structure elements can now be augmented with visual attributes that can be exploited by the visualization modules. BRIDGES currently supports both Java and C++ implementations. The Java implementation uses Java Generics; while the C++ implementation uses C++ templates. Generic implementations make it possible to handle real-world datasets where indexing by string (Twitter or Facebook user name, for example) is needed for graph implementations, bypassing a remapping to integer vertex indices.

A second advantage is the ability to incorporate application specific dataset as a generic parameter to the base classes.

### 2.2.2 BRIDGES Server

The BRIDGES server has the following functions:

- **Access to Real-World Data.** As described earlier, APIs to real-world datasets such as social networks (Twitter, Facebook) can be quite complex and beyond the scope of sophomore level CS students. Thus BRIDGES provides an easy to use interface to acquire data from external data sources. To date, implemented interfaces to services include Twitter, RottenTomatoes, and IMDB, and data from Twitter follower lists and timelines from a few public accounts (i.e., Twitter, wired, US Geological survey, and earthquake) have been incorporated directly into course projects. Queried data from the various sources is cached in a MongoDB database for the sake of efficiency and data reuse.

- **Visualization.** The BRIDGES server is responsible for receiving data structure representations (in JSON string format) from the client and generating a visual representation (students will be provided a web link). All such requests are authenticated, parsed and stored in a database (MongoDB). Uploaded assignments can be accessed with a direct url or via the user gallery and can be made public or private, allowing users to share some visualizations and hide others for later review or modification. Visualizations of arrays, linked lists, binary trees and graphs (node-link diagrams) are supported by BRIDGES.

**Implementation.** The server-side implementation is a Node.js application, utilizing Jade templating, a MongoDB database, Javascript, and a variety of popular Javascript libraries, such as D3, jQuery, and Underscore. The database is used to keep a record of all users, projects, and cached datasets.

### 2.3 BRIDGES Intervention in Data Structures Courses

In our CS program, students take the data structures course at the beginning of their sophomore year, followed by an algorithm analysis course. All BRIDGES projects were assigned to students in the data structures course. Typical enrollment in this course is around 50. The BRIDGES intervention was performed in 1 section of the data structures course in fall 2014 and Spring 2015.

#### 2.3.1 Fall 2014

Three BRIDGES projects were assigned in the Fall 2014 semester:

- **Queue:** In this project students to implement and test the Queue ADT, followed by using a live stream of Earthquake Tweet data (US CIS earthquake Tweets). Helper classes were provided to parse the quake data to simplify the data processing tasks. Students had to complete two tasks (a) Given a fixed size queue, incoming tweet data were enqueued; if the queue became full, then the oldest tweets were dequeued and snapshots of the queue visualizations were to be demonstrated, (b) Given a fixed size queue, incoming data items were to be filtered by quake magnitude prior to entering
2.3.2 Spring 2015

Four BRIDGES projects were assigned in the course:

- **Singly Linked List.** The IMDB actor-movie dataset was used in this project. Students had to read in the dataset and build a sorted linked list of the unique set of actors; the data field of each node would contain the list of movies corresponding to the actor. Tasks included finding a specific actor, followed by highlighting the node (if found), adding in new actor-movie pairs and removing an actor. Fig. 4a illustrates the singly linked list sorted by actor names.

- **Stacks: Expression Evaluation.** This project required students to build a linked list-based stack using BRIDGES elements. The stack was then used to evaluate expressions. Bridges visualizations were used to display the contents of the stack after each operation.

- **Binary Search Tree.** This project was similar to the project from the fall 2014 with slight changes in the required tasks.

- **Graph (Bacon Number Computation).** Identical to the Fall 2014 graph project.

3. EVALUATION

We have used BRIDGES in one section of our Data Structures course (ITCS 2214) for the past 2 semesters; the projects that used BRIDGES are described in Sections 2.3.1,2.3.2. The enrollment in each of these 2 sections was capped at 55; the enrollment stabilized at 36 in the Fall 2014 semester and 32 in the Spring 2015 semester. Each BRIDGES project was followed by a project survey with 15 questions relating to the concepts learned in the assignment, the required programming knowledge relative to their own experience, time required for completion of assignment, sources of support the queue. Various thresholds should be experimented with queue snapshots visualized.

- **Binary Search Tree.** This project continued to use the earthquake Tweet data, but inserted the records (quake magnitude as the search key) into a binary search tree, followed by visualization of the tree structure. Tasks on the search tree included (a) modifying the insertion algorithm to display insertion path, (b) implement the find algorithm and demonstrate (visually) searching for a quake of a particular magnitude. Fig. 4b illustrates the binary search tree sorted by earthquake magnitudes.

- **Graph (Bacon Number Computation).** This project involved building a graph using a reduced version of the IMDB dataset and implementing the Breadth First Search algorithm on a graph to compute the Bacon Number of an actor in an actor-movie graph[14]. The project used a curated IMDB dataset containing 1815 actor-movie pairs. Tasks involved building the actor-movie graph, determining the Bacon Number of any actor in the graph, and highlighting the path from the queried actor to the Kevin Bacon node. Fig. 4c illustrates the actor-movie graph and the path from the actor Denzel Washington to Kevin Bacon.
Table 1: Responses to “The assignment was relevant to my career goals” for assignments 1-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
<th>#Resp</th>
<th>SA%</th>
<th>A%</th>
<th>N%</th>
<th>D%</th>
<th>SD%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2015</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Responses to “The assignment was trivial and not essential to learning about computing,” for assignments 1-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
<th>#Resp</th>
<th>SA%</th>
<th>A%</th>
<th>N%</th>
<th>D%</th>
<th>SD%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>71.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2015</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the fall 2014 surveys (Table 1), a majority of students (48% vs. 31%, 46% vs. 25%, 68% vs. 16%) agreed with the statement that the assignment was relevant to their career goals. In the spring semester, the results were even stronger (29% vs. 14%, 66% vs. 4%, 63% vs. 7%, 61% vs. 14%), except for the first project where there were a large number of neutral responses (55%) and a majority on project 3 (47% vs. 24%). In the spring 2015 surveys, a majority agreed on project 1 (26% vs. 33%), a majority agreed on the remaining 3 projects (66% vs. 8%, 63% vs. 11%, 53% vs. 25%). As mentioned earlier, project 1 was not modularly designed to help students to complete subtasks as part of the larger assignment, resulting in frustration for many students.

Finally, there was a major version change in BRIDGES between the two semesters. Version 2 of BRIDGES was much more robust, with a significantly improved API (Fig. 3) that was easier to use; additionally, the documentation and tutorials were also vastly improved. Thus, the improvements in student responses across the two semesters were within our expectations.

Knowledge Gains. We also evaluated the knowledge gains of students using BRIDGES compared to students in the remaining sections of data structures. For this we created a knowledge test in data structures with contributions from all instructors teaching the course. A question bank of about 105 multiple choice questions and 38 short answer questions was used for pre/post tests, administered at the beginning and end of the semester. Students from four sections of the fall 2014 data structures course and 4 sections of the Spring 2015 underwent the knowledge test; 1 section used BRIDGES and the other 3 did not.

Fig. 5 illustrates the knowledge gains using the pre-post scores from the knowledge test. The box plot in Fig. 5 shows knowledge gains from pre-test to post-test, with significant gains for both the BRIDGES section and the control group. It is apparent that the BRIDGES group showed larger gains ($M = 39.12, SD = 14.6$) than the control group ($M = 22.00, SD = 13.28$), $t (93) = 5.33, p < .001$. However, each section was taught by a different instructor. As such, the differences in knowledge gains for the groups could be explained at least partially by the differences in instructor emphasis on knowledge tests; the BRIDGES instructor used part of the knowledge test for the final exam while the other instructors used it as a classroom exercise that did not count toward the final grade. Therefore, it is not possible to definitively pinpoint BRIDGES as a reason for increased knowledge gains.
4. RELATED WORK

Closely related to our work are the approaches in Buckley et al.'s *Socially Relevant Computing* [6] and Bart et al.'s *RealTime Web* [2]; Buckley’s work incorporates real world scientific applications into both its introductory and senior capstone courses to make them more interesting and relevant. Bart’s *RealTime Web* provides a set of flexible client libraries to request, parse and return real-time data from a number of web sources (Yelp, weather reports, Yahoo Finance, etc.) Our approach goes even further to make the course material relevant; in addition to providing easy access to real-world datasets, we provide instantaneous visualizations of the data structures that are built by the students themselves that can help to improve the understanding of the data structure and the algorithms that operate on them.

Visualizations have long been promoted as a way to improve student understanding of data structures and algorithms [1, 12, 5], and the research literature highlighting the ability of interactive visualizations to enhance discovery is vast. Previous efforts to increase engagement have shown promise for the use of visual programming (e.g., Scratch and Alice) [13, 10] for making the first programming steps easier and more engaging. In addition to providing a graphical interface for piecing together programs, these systems let students build graphically interesting programs and encourage them to explore, experiment, and play. Formal evaluations of Alice [11] have shown increased performance and retention in the programming courses and improved attitudes toward computing, especially for at-risk students.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented BRIDGES, a system that provides students with an easy-to-use API for accessing real-world datasets for use in data structures course projects and the ability to explore interactive visualizations of the data structures that are created as part of a BRIDGES-enabled assignment. Rather than look at (uninteresting) textual output of data structures assignments for verification/debugging, students can use BRIDGES to interact with visualizations of the execution of their assignments on real-world data, with the added ability to share their visualizations with peers, friends, and family. Early results of using BRIDGES over 2 semesters in 1 section of our data structures course are promising, with students reporting increased interest in computing after completing assignments.

Currently, we are extending BRIDGES on 3 fronts:

- **External Data Sources.** Ultimately, we expect that BRIDGES will provide access to large variety of interesting external data sources. We also hope to integrate the rich work of *RealTime Web* [2] to complement BRIDGES.

- **Peer Mentoring.** An important component of this project is to build strong connections within the major through peer mentoring, using BRIDGES as a shared interest; specifically, we plan to pair students in data structures courses with the students in the senior-level software development capstone course who are tackling software development projects to extend BRIDGES.

- **Extended Evaluation.** BRIDGES is open source and is available at [http://bridgesuncc.github.io/](http://bridgesuncc.github.io/). Java and C++ versions are available for deployment by instructors. As more instructors adopt BRIDGES, we plan to perform a larger scale evaluation that measures computing attitudes and engagement in data structures and algorithms courses across institutions.
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